**ITEM** | **QUANTITY** | **ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **WEIGHT** | **HEAT OUTPUT**
---|---|---|---|---
1 | 2 | EMO PUSHBUTTON | | |
2 | 1 | TABLE EXTENDER | | |
3 | 1 | OPTIMA NM/CT 640 TABLE | 1245 lbs | 682 btu |
4 | 1 | TABLE SWING PLATE FOR COLLIMATOR EXCHANGE | | |
5 | 1 | OPTIMA NM/CT 640 AQUISITION WORKSTATION ON MOBILE CART | 44 lbs | 255 btu |
6 | 1 | OPTIMA NM/CT 640 GANTRY (CT) | 1984 lbs | 3139 btu |
7 | 1 | LIMIT OF TABLE TRAVEL | | |
8 | 1 | OPTIMA NM/CT 640 GANTRY (NUCLEAR) | 4828 lbs | 4501 btu |
9 | 2 | OPTIMA NM/CT 640 COLLIMATOR CART | 727 lbs | |
10 | 1 | XELEERIS WORKSTATION | 55 lbs | 255 btu |

**CUSTOMER/CONTRACTOR SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED ITEMS**

**MOBILE RADIATION SHIELD**

**X-RAY ON WARNING LIGHT - AVAILABLE FROM GE SUPPLY CALL: 800-200-9760, GE CAT. NO. WXIA3BW-OF-XIU**

**MINIMUM DOOR OPENING FOR EQUIPMENT DELIVERY IS 55.1 IN. W X 86.8 IN. H [1399mm x 2204mm], CONTINGENT ON A 96 IN. [2438mm] CORRIDOR WIDTH**

**DOOR LIMIT SWITCH (REQUIRED IN SOUTH CAROLINA, OTHERWISE NEEDED ONLY IF REQUIRED BY STATE/LOCAL CODES)**

**OPTIONAL WALL PROTECTION FROM COLLIMATOR CART. ALSO, FINISHED FLOORING COULD BE SUBJECT TO DAMAGE DURING MOVEMENT AND BEING PARKED FOR A LONG PERIOD. SUFFICIENT FLOORING MUST BE USED TO PREVENT DAMAGE.**

**TABLE**

**COUNTER TOP WITH SINK, BASE AND WALL CABINETS**

**OPERATORS CHAIR**

**X-RAY ROOM WARNING LIGHT CONTROL PANEL, REFERENCE JUNCTION POINT 'WLC' ON SHEET 'E1' FOR DETAILED DESCRIPTION-E4502RL FOR WARNING LIGHT CONTROL ONLY**

**MAIN DISCONNECT CONTROL, GE CAT. NO. GEX640NM25A480V, CALL: 800-200-9760**

**ENVIRONMENT**

- Ambient Operation Temperature: 64–79° F [18–26° C]
- Allowable Temperature Change: 5° F [3° C] per hour
- Humidity: 30–60 percent non condensing
- Allowable Humidity Change: 5 percent per hour
- Max – Altitude: 7875 FT. [2400 M]